C183H Stand 13 (132 Acres) is a 107 year old small sawlog sized red oak stand that underwent a shelterwood harvest in 2014. This stand will now receive an overstory removal to promote the growth of the established oak and associated species.

C183H Stand 15 (35 Acres) is comprised of 107 year old well stocked large sawlog sized red pine. This stand was thinned in 2014 and could benefit from a thinning at this time. The prescription for this stand will be a thinning, following the standard order of removal, to reduce stocking levels for optimal growth and stand vigor.

Camp Lake Road also serves as a snowmobile trail in the winter. If logged in the winter the trail will be signed and kept snow covered. Oak wilt restrictions will be implemented from April 15 - July 15. Biomass harvesting is not allowed.